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Compared to the demands of
western hunting, bowhunting
for whitetails is a short-range

sport.  I recently conducted a survey
of a dozen serious deer hunters. The
goal was to learn the distances at
which they are actually killing their
bucks. After tallying up more than
100 bucks and looking at the statis-
tics, I found out what I had already
guessed: the average shot was right
around 20 yards - 19.5 yards to be
exact. The total spread of successful
shots ran from 2 yards out to 52
yards, with the bulk being close to the
middle.

Shots over 25 yards and under 15
yards made up roughly 40 percent of
the total. The other 60 percent of the
shots ranged between 15 and 25
yards. 

As a dealer looking to stock the
best bows for whitetail hunters there
is a lot you can take from this kind of
information. The bow doesn’t have to
be a long-range bomber.

We already know the other chal-
lenges that whitetail hunters face:
quick shots at potentially moving
game, awkward body angles, small
shooting lanes and the need for max-
imum penetration to produce an exit
hole on downward shot angles. When
you consider all these factors and
combine them with standard shots
that are less than 25 yards, you come
to a certain set of conclusions about
the best bows for this kind of hunt-
ing.

When taking short shots, a super
fast bow with a correspondingly flat
arrow trajectory isn’t going to move
anyone a quantum leap up the food
chain. However, whitetail hunting
has some unique challenges and
some opportunities in which other
bow features can make a hunter
more effective. That is what I will
focus on next.

DRAW WEIGHT
Regardless of shot distance, one

thing is constant with deer: the aim-
ing point and the downward shot
angle. The aiming point is a pocket,
bordered tightly on one side by
shoulder and leg and above by heavy

muscle, ribs and cartilage. One does-
n’t have to miss the sweet spot by
more than a few inches to be into
heavy tissue - a situation where pen-
etration becomes critical. Further,
the need for an exit hole is obvious to
improve blood trailing and to pro-
duce the maximum internal damage
for a quick kill.

To me it makes sense for a

whitetail hunter to shoot the heavi-
est draw weight he or she can han-
dle. I hear many experts say that the
biggest mistake bowhunters make
when buying a new bow is getting
one with a draw weight that’s too
heavy. As a result, bowhunters often
seek a bow that is too far within
their limits – in my opinion. You
probably have your own thoughts
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on this, but I will always shoot the
heaviest bow I can handle. 

Don’t tell the bowhunter whose
broadhead strikes a deer in the front
leg that heavier isn’t better. In deter-
mining maximum comfortable draw
weight, ask your customer to hold
the bow back for at least a minute
without shaking. If they can’t, the
draw weight is too high. You can also
ask them to draw the bow while sit-
ting on a chair without raising the
bow way over their head to gain
leverage. If they can’t, the draw
weight is again too high.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
BRACE HEIGHT

Potential energy is simply force
multiplied by distance. Increasing
the distance (reducing the brace
height), increases the energy stored.
So a lower brace height results in
more energy being stored in the bow.
On release, this extra energy goes
into the arrow to increase its kinetic
energy. 

Super low brace heights are awe-
some when the bow is attached to a
shooting machine. Unfortunately,
archers aren’t machines. A low brace
height has a downside. The longer
the arrow is attached to the string
during its forward travel, the greater
its opportunity to be influenced by
poor shooting form. The most forgiv-
ing possible bow is the one that loses
all contact with the arrow as quickly
as possible. This is one reason why
drop-away arrow rests are becoming
so popular; they get away from the
arrow shortly before the nock leaves
the string – minimal contact.

When you consider that most
shots will not be longer than 25
yards, the range estimation error for-
giveness that comes from raw speed
is not the most important factor in
the shot. However, many shots will
be taken at somewhat awkward
angles from a tree stand (at least they

will be different angles from those
practiced in the backyard for most of
the summer). A reasonably forgiving
bow is more beneficial than a super
fast bow under these conditions. 

I already presented a strong case
for generating maximum penetration
so we don’t want a bow that is too
wimpy either. The best compromise
in brace height for most whitetail
deer hunters is one that is 7 inches.

However, today’s bows are easier
to shoot accurately at low brace
heights than those we shot only five
years ago. This is due to improve-
ments in cam alignment (they don’t
lean) and vertical nock travel. The
bows simply produce better arrow
flight so they don’t need to be as for-
giving. Also, with parallel limbs and
string suppressors, low braced bows
don’t feel nearly as harsh during the
shot. 

So, if you have a veteran hunter,
the 2008 class of bows with 6 to 6-1/2
inch brace heights are definitely real-
istic. Those who don’t practice often,
however, should probably stick with
bows having brace heights of 7 inch-
es, or more.

BOW LENGTH
One bow company executive told

me candidly that his research
showed the market wanted a short,
light bow with high letoff. No sur-
prise there. (I hope he didn’t pay too
much for the research.) The market-
ing manager himself didn’t agree that
such a bow was best for accuracy, but
he is offering a full line of them any-
way. Hey, give the public what it
wants, right? 

The stability of a bow is related to
its size and its weight distribution.
Long, heavy bows are more stable
and more accurate than short, light
bows. It is physics, not opinion. But
lets get back to the shooting chal-
lenges at hand. Typically, whitetail
hunters need to be ready for quick

shots and awkward angles much
more than they need to be ready for
long shots. Worrying about an inch or
two of axle-to-axle length when it
comes to stability is counterproduc-
tive. Whitetail hunters will do just
fine with short micro-bows.
Personally, I don’t like them because I
have a 32 inch draw and none of
them fit me, but from a practical
standpoint, they will bring home
tons of venison.

CHOOSING A CAM SYSTEM
For the same reason that a mod-

erately heavy draw weight is advanta-
geous in producing maximum pene-
tration, it makes sense to pack as
much energy into the draw cycle as
possible without affecting accuracy.
Some archers simply can’t relax while
aiming after drawing an aggressive
cam. Others find it difficult to aim
comfortably when the bow’s letoff
valley is short. Accuracy has to come
first; both of these individuals should
avoid an aggressive cam. 

However, when you find a bow
that has a reasonable valley, an
aggressive cam makes a lot of sense. I
would rather shoot a fast cam with an
ample valley and solid back wall than
a much softer one with a spongy
back wall – even if they are the same
speed. In other words, the actual feel
of the draw is much less important to
me than the feel of the valley.
Remember, deer hunters are going to
face awkward shot angles, the last
thing they need is a spongy back wall. 

Even slight changes in the dis-
tance you draw a bow can have a sig-
nificant affect on where the arrow
hits at 20 and 30 yards and beyond.
Not all bows are forgiving of inconsis-
tent draw length. Having a solid back
wall makes it a lot easier to hit the
same anchor point and the same
draw length on every shot regardless
of comfort.

So I personally want a fast, rea-
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sonably smooth (no need for silky
smooth) cam. If it draws a bit hard
right off the get-go, so what. The extra
energy it imparts to the arrow is
worth the extra work.

There is no advantage that I can
see between single-cam or hybrid
cam bows. With the advent of
stretch-resistant synthetics and cus-
tom string shops that know how to
make great strings and harnesses, the
stretch issue and the timing issue is
pretty well a thing of the past.

LETOFF
Many archers feel that high letoff

bows are actually more accurate and
more enjoyable to shoot than lower
letoff models. The archers feel they
can hold the string back with less
strain while aiming. I agree. I love
high letoff bows even though lower
letoff bows are faster (all else being
equal) I still want high letoff. I shoot
them more accurately, and I think
most everyone else does too.

THE GRIP
I listed the grip last but it is a very

important consideration when
stocking the ultimate bow for any
kind of bowhunting. How the grip
feels will ultimately determine the
sale. Everything else can be perfect
but if the grip feels bad I’m not buy-
ing the bow. There are too many out
there with the right specs and a great
grip to be stuck with one that feels
bad. 

I once tried to tune a bow with a
grip that I really didn’t like. It never
tuned for me. Conversely, the grip is
one of the main reasons that some
bowhunters can shoot the bows from
one company better than those from
any other manufacturer. They have
simply gotten used to that particular
grip style.

You have choices. Personally, I
would only stock bows with great
feeling grips or at least have Plan B
(possibly an optional grip or an after-
market grip) for bows that feel bad in
the hand. 

Since we are talking about grips,
we should also consider the material
it is made out of. Spongy, soft and
tacky grips will make it harder to
achieve a torque-free shot, but many

bowhunters still prefer them because
they feel “warmer” on a cold stand. I
can’t argue that fact, but they are def-
initely less accurate. 

Anything that can catch your
hand and cause the skin or glove
material to stretch during the draw
will make the bow twist during the
release as this tension is relieved.
This is why I like slick grips and wear
jersey gloves even when I practice.
The grip material is a tradeoff. I per-
sonally prefer “cold” grips that my
gloved hand can slide into without
catching. I know when I hit full draw
I haven’t introduced any torque to
the grip that will haunt me when the
release clicks open.

Those are my ruminations about
the qualities that make up the perfect
whitetail bow. Now I am going to list
a few bows from the current market
that exemplify these qualities.

SELECTING THE BOWS
Bear Truth 2: This is actually one

of my favorite bows on the market
today. It shoots quietly, has very little
hand shock, is fast and has a great
grip and a solid back wall at full draw.
I liked everything about the original
Bear Truth too, except the grip.
Fortunately, Bear fixed that for 2008.
The bow is 33 inches axle-to-axle, has
a 7 inch brace height and an IBO
speed of 316 feet per second (fps). It
also features a Winner’s Choice string
and harness. Suggested retail on this
bow is $649.

Mathews DXT: Mathews always

produces great bows that exhibit
excellent arrow flight. I guess if you
are not a Mathews dealer, this doesn’t
do you much good, but the new DXT
is a solid whitetail bow. It is short
(just under 30 inches) and plenty
powerful with an IBO speed rating of
322 fps, has a 7 inch brace height and
a suggested retail of $859. It features
the narrow composite limbs that also
decked the Drenalin last year. 

Mission Journey: If you are a
Mathews dealer, you may well want
to stock a few Mission bows. The
new, short, fast Journey is an excel-
lent substitute for a full-line
Mathews (Mathews makes Mission
bows) at a lower price. It is 31 inches
long, produces an IBO speed of 315
fps with a 7-1/2 inch brace height
and carries a suggested retail of $599.

High Country Speed Force: This
is the best bow High Country has
made in many years, possibly the best
bow they have ever made. It is fast, has
parallel limbs, features a good grip
and a sophisticated hybrid cam. The
IBO is reportedly somewhere in the
upper 340’s with a 7-inch brace
height. The new Speed Force is 33
inches long and comes complete with
a Winner’s Choice string and harness.
Suggested retail is $749. 

Hoyt Seven 37: I realize that
Hoyt’s top bow for the year is their
Katera and it is definitely a great,
short, fast bow for tree stand hunting.
I selected the Seven 37 because Hoyt

is one of the few
companies offer-
ing longer bows for
those who prefer
them and this is
one of the best on
the market that’s
over 36 inches. As
the name suggests,
it has a 7 inch
brace height and is
37 inches long.
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The way the grip feels
and the material it is
made out of will affect
accuracy and ulti-
mately your ability to
sell certain bows.
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NEW from New Archery Products. 
www.newarchery.com

Offset Blades - Massive Blood Trails

TM

Circle 115 on Response Card
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IBO speed is 313 fps with an approxi-
mate retail price of $909.

PSE Dream Season: Whitetail
hunters know and like the Drury tele-
vision show, Dream Season. The suc-
cess of that show inspired the part-
nership between the Drury brothers
and PSE and the first bow to come
from that co-promotion effort is the

Dream Season. It has excellent speci-
fications for a whitetail bow. First off,
it is simplest to think of this bow as  a

7 inch brace height version of the
revolutionary X-Force. It cooks up a
lot of speed, has a nice narrow grip
and a surprisingly low amount of
hand shock given its performance.
The Dream Season is 33 inches long,
has an IBO speed in the mid-330s
and a suggested retail price of $849.

Whisper Creek Innovator Pro: A
couple of the things that Whisper
Creek is doing are innovative and
unique within this industry. It is hard
to find designs that aren’t exactly like
everyone else’s but Whisper Creek
has a couple. First, they feature an
axle dampening bracket at the end of
each limb that isolates the axle from
the fiberglass limb using a dampen-
ing material so as to soak up shock
and vibration and keep them from
transferring down the limb and caus-
ing noise. The idler wheel of this sin-
gle-cam bow features a track with a

Mission Journey

Hoyt Seven 37

High Country
Speed Force

Truth 2 From
Bear Archery
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tacky coating to assure that the idler
turns with the string and doesn’t sim-
ply skid during the shot. The
Innovator Pro is 31 inches long, has a
7 inch brace height, an IBO speed of
315 fps and a suggested retail of $649.

Limbsavers DeadZone: I had the
pleasure of shooting the new
Limbsavers DeadZone recently and
was impressed with the quality of this
new bow from Sims Vibration Lab. It is
fast, has a very soft feel during the
shot (no recoil) and is very quiet. It
definitely has a unique look due to the
way the limbs attach to the riser. The
limb pocket is very long so that the
limb pivots well forward from its butt.
This arrangement permits Sims to
make a parallel limb bow with a 7-1/4
inch brace height using a standard
limb length. The bow is 32 inches long
and has an IBO speed in the mid-320s.
Suggested retail is $799.

Circle 159 on Response Card

PSE X-Force
Dream Season

Mathews DXT
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Parker Blackhawk XP: XP
stands for Xtreme Parallel and it is
the limb geometry that Parker
adopted last year. It results in mini-
mal recoil despite very good arrow
speeds. The new Blackhawk XP is
the prototypical modern whitetail
bow. It has a great grip, is fast (325
fps IBO), has a modest 7-3/8 inch
brace height and is 32 inches long.
It is the exact set of specs for which
most bowhunters are looking.
Suggested retail is $649.

Martin MOAB: The new MOAB is
very similar to the new Pro-X Firecat,
with an axle-to-axle length of 32-3/4
inches and a slightly higher brace
height of 7-3/8 inches. The big differ-
ence comes when you look at the
cam system. Whereas the Firecat
uses the new CAT Hybrid Duo cam
system to produce an IBO speed rat-
ing of 340 fps (you can fry eggs on the
arrow rest after you shoot that bow),
the MOAB features the smoother, M-
Pro Cam and has an IBO speed of 315

to 320 fps. Another nice benefit of the
MOAB (as far as your customers are
concerned) is its price. It has a lower
suggested retail price of $479. That
makes the MOAB one of the best val-
ues in archery right now. A very mod-
est price for a bow with this much to
offer.

Pearson TX-4: This is the only
low brace height bow I placed in my
dream list. This is because, as I
mentioned in the early part of this
article, an experienced archer (one
who practices often to stay sharp)
can benefit from a low brace height
without adversely affecting his
accuracy. The TX-4 is a speed burn-
er with a 6-1/4 inch brace height
and an IBO speed of 330 fps.
Remember you don’t need to shoot
a fast bow fast, you can use a heavy
arrow and convert all that energy
into quiet shooting. That would be
my advice with many of these
hottest bows, load them down with
an arrow weight about 6 1/2 to 7

grains per pound of maximum
draw weight. The TX-4 is 34 inches
long, has a great feeling grip and is

Martin MOABPearson TX-4Sims DeadZone

Parker
Blackhawk
XP in
full draw
position
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equipped with a slick new custom
string. Suggested retail price is
$599.

Bowtech 101st Airborne: I really
like this bow. It has the performance
to light a fire at the archery lanes
and looks great while doing it. In the
field, it is not only fast, but stable
and comfortable to draw and shoot.
It has a draw stop on the lower cam
so you know you are dead set at full
draw. If your customer wants raw
speed, you can sell the bow with the
Speed Modules. If he or she wants a
smooth draw, you can sell it with the
Smooth Modules. Even the Smooth
Modules are fast (320 – 328 fps IBO)
but the Speed Modules will blow
everyone away at this 7-1/4 inch
brace height with an IBO speed of
332 to 340 fps. Again, no one needs
to shoot an arrow that fast at white-
tails but man, you can really convert
that raw power into penetration
with a heavy arrow. The bow is 36
inches long and has a suggested
retail price of $779.

www.applearchery.com
Design and consulting assistance 
from Chase Fulcher & Len Marsh

1 Both X- and Y-axis
micro-adjustment and lock

2 Full 360° access to the bow

3 90° tilt for mounting peeps, 
silencers and serving repair

4 Third axis leveling
With the available adaptor plate (0723), the Pro-Line
Vise can be mounted on Press Stand (0235) and
Pro Vise Stand (0901).

For this and other quality service 

and repair tools, call 800.745.8190

The brand-new, patent-pending Apple Pro-Line 
Vise (0950) is a revolution. It combines four 
innovations that no other vise on the market 
can match:

0950K Apple Pro 
Vise with Stand

Circle 157 on Response Card

Whisper 
Creek
Innovator Pro

Bowtech
101st
Airborne
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